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Dear Professor Menz,

Re: “Ultrasound definitions of forefoot pathology in rheumatoid arthritis are out of phase with high pressure areas: cohort observations at baseline and twelve months.”

We are delighted that you have accepted in principle our manuscript for publication in the Journal of Foot and Ankle Research. We have now read through the proof manuscript and made the alterations requested by the editorial production team as follows:

Major revisions
Affiliations: Each affiliation should be written in full, in the following format: Department, Institute, (Street), City, (Postal code), Country.
All amended

Minor revisions
Keywords: Please remove these from the title page. If needed these can be included in at the end of the abstract section in the manuscript only (not the online submission system).
This has been removed.

Highlighting: Please remove all forms of highlighting present in the manuscript and ensure that all text in the manuscript is black.
This has been removed.

Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance.
This has been checked.

When asked to upload a final version, please ensure that the following changes have been made:

1. Under results section, please add an s to "RA participant demographic"
   This has been amended.
2. Under results section, no need for capital R in Range
   This has been amended
3. Please provide missing details in references 5 and 6
   These have been amended

Thank you, once again, for considering our manuscript and please do not hesitate to contact, should you require any further detail on this

Yours sincerely

[Signature]

Dr Catherine J Bowen
Senior Lecturer
Faculty of Health Sciences
University of Southampton
Direct tel: +44 (0)23 80597637
email: cjb5@soton.ac.uk